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General Guidelines
The Schedule IV-B contains more detailed information on information technology (IT) projects than is included in
the D-3A issue narrative submitted with an agency’s Legislative Budget Request (LBR). The Schedule IV-B
compiles the analyses and data developed by the agency during the initiation and planning phases of the proposed IT
project. A Schedule IV-B must be completed for all IT projects when the total cost (all years) of the project is $1
million or more.
Schedule IV-B is not required for requests to:
•
•
•

Continue existing hardware and software maintenance agreements,
Renew existing software licensing agreements, or
Replace desktop units (“refresh”) with new technology that is similar to the technology currently in use.

Documentation Requirements
The type and complexity of an IT project determines the level of detail an agency should submit for the following
documentation requirements:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Background and Strategic Needs Assessment
Baseline Analysis
Proposed Business Process Requirements
Functional and Technical Requirements
Success Criteria
Benefits Realization
Cost Benefit Analysis
Major Project Risk Assessment
Risk Assessment Summary
Current Information Technology Environment
Current Hardware/Software Inventory
Proposed Solution Description
Project Management Planning

Compliance with s. 216.023(4)(a)10, F.S. is also required if the total cost for all years of the project is $10 million or
more.
A description of each IV-B component is provided within this general template for the benefit of the Schedule IV-B
authors. These descriptions and this guidelines section should be removed prior to the submission of the document.
Sections of the Schedule IV-B may be authored in software applications other than MS Word, such as MS Project
and Visio. Submission of these documents in their native file formats is encouraged for proper analysis.
The revised Schedule IV-B includes two required templates, the Cost Benefit Analysis and Major Project Risk
Assessment workbooks. For all other components of the Schedule IV-B, agencies should submit their own planning
documents and tools to demonstrate their level of readiness to implement the proposed IT project. It is also
necessary to assemble all Schedule IV-B components into one PDF file for submission to the Florida Fiscal Portal
and to ensure that all personnel can open component files and that no component of the Schedule has been omitted.
Submit all component files of the agency’s Schedule IV-B in their native file formats to the Office of Policy and
Budget and the Legislature at IT@LASPBS.STATE.FL.US. Reference the D-3A issue code and title in the subject
line.
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II.

Schedule IV-B Business Case – Strategic Needs Assessment

A. Background and Strategic Needs Assessment
Purpose: To clearly articulate the business-related need(s) for the proposed project.
1.

Business Need: The Department has approximately 12,000 employees who fill out paper
timesheets, extremely few of whom have access to a Department personal computer. The vast
majority of the Department’s correctional staff, mainly correctional officers, are not able to enter
time into the People First system because of computer access limitations, in part due to security
reasons. As a basic overview of the time and attendance process, at most correctional institutions
timesheets are maintained in the control rooms and are completed by correctional staff assigned to
the control room on a daily basis. Each employee reviews and signs his/her timesheet at the end of
the biweekly payroll period. Additionally, correctional officers at work camps and other small
facilities manually complete their timesheets. Supervisors and/or other institutional staff review,
edit if necessary, and approve timesheets. The timesheets are then forwarded to a timekeeper for
manual entry into the People First system. Timesheets for employees in Leave Without Pay status are
alternatively faxed to agency personnel by Friday at noon following the end of the biweekly payroll
period. Other sensitive timesheet matters, i.e., worker’s compensation, Family Medical Leave Act, etc.,
are similarly processed but require additional intervention by agency personnel staff prior to
submission. The current timekeeping process is lengthy and inefficient. The Department attempted
an IT solution by installing kiosks in each correctional facility’s “Resource Room” for Department
employees without access to personal computers to electronically complete their timesheets. These
kiosks only attached to the Department’s internal Website and the People First Website. This was
determined not to be a feasible solution due to the estimated number of kiosks required to
adequately service the vast number of employees, and the resulting cost. The Department is in need
of a less costly and more efficient timekeeping solution.

Business Objectives: The Department utilizes both on-line and manual timesheet processes within
the People First System. Some Department staff, primarily correctional officers working at
correctional institutions, use the manual process detailed above. The Department would like to
explore automated timekeeping options as an efficiency measure. Automated/Electronic
timekeeping has the potential to save the Department both time and money. There is also the
prospective of simply having more accurate visibility of actual staff time worked. An appropriate
solution would adhere to the following:
A. The solution shall interface with the People First payroll system or any other such system
as the State may acquire, build, or utilize in the future.
B. The goal of the solution is to replace paper timesheets by the implementation of a system
that will assist the Department in realizing its goal of maximizing technology to achieve
paperless systems in many facets of the Department’s operations.
C. A summary of the solution shall, at a minimum, include the following key elements:
1. A solution that is sufficient and has the tools necessary to work in a correctional
environment with special security needs.
2. A solution that at its user interfaces is simple, user friendly and allows for rapid
processing to avoid staff delays in reporting to their work stations/posts and/or
overtime producing delays at the completion of the assigned work period.
3. The solution shall have the capability to transfer time information into the
People First system, and enable real-time management of overtime, attendance, and
leave policies.
4. The solution shall have the capability to produce reports and database views.
5. The system shall have the capability to interface with a web-based payroll and
human resource management application and with network-based operational
technology (electronic time clocks).
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6. The solution shall have the capability to provide data to other Department
operated applications and databases and shall have the capability to receive data
from other Department operated applications and databases.

NOTE: For IT projects with total cost in excess of $10 million, the business
objectives described in this section must be consistent with existing or proposed
substantive policy required in s. 216.023(4)(a)10, F.S.

B. Baseline Analysis
Purpose: To establish a basis for understanding the business processes, stakeholder groups, and current
technologies that will be affected by the project and the level of business transformation that will be required for
the project to be successful.
1. Current Business Process(es)
Currently, the Department utilizes both on-line and manual timesheet processes within the People First
System (NGA). Some Department staff, primarily correctional officers working at correctional
institutions (prisons), use the manual process (handwritten timesheets), as well as staff working at road
prisons and work camps. A reliable, cost effective means of recording employee time for these employees
is needed.
The Department is exploring options to include vendors with a proven track record in large-scale
installations, who can provide a turnkey operation which can integrate with other existing systems (such
as the People First system and Roster Management) and that has the ability to adapt to future expansion
and integration, as may become necessary.

Currently, the Department has approximately 12,000 employees who fill out paper timesheets, and of
these, an extreme few have access to a Department personal computer. The vast majority of the
Department’s correctional staff, mainly correctional officers, are not effectively able to enter time into the
People First system because of computer access limitations, in part due to security reasons. The
Department is required by the Fair Labor Standards Act to provide an effective means by which to record
employee time.

As a basic overview of the time and attendance process, at most correctional institutions timesheets are
maintained in the control rooms and are completed by correctional staff assigned to the control room on
a daily basis. Each employee reviews and signs his/her timesheet at the end of the 28 day period.
Correctional Officers are on 12 hour shifts and are scheduled 160 or 168 hours in a 28 day period, as
required by their position (administrative, swing or 12-hour shift). It should be noted that these officers
are paid bi-weekly (payroll by exception). Additionally, correctional officers at work camps and other
small facilities manually complete their timesheets. Supervisors and/or other institutional staff review,
edit if necessary, and approve timesheets. The timesheets are then forwarded to a timekeeper for
manual entry into the People First system. Timesheets for employees in Leave Without Pay status are
alternatively faxed to agency personnel by Friday at noon following the end of the biweekly payroll
period. Other sensitive timesheet matters, i.e., worker’s compensation, Family Medical Leave Act, etc., are
similarly processed but require additional intervention by agency personnel staff prior to submission.
NOTE: If an agency has completed a workflow analysis, include through file insertion or
attachment the analyses documentation developed and completed by the agency.

2. Assumptions and Constraints
Assumptions:
The legislature will provide funding to procure the solution and allow the Department and selected
vendor to make it operational during FY 14/15.

The legislature will fund recurring licensing fees and maintenance annually, beginning in FY 14/15 to
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maintain and support the system.

The Department will utilize a competitive procurement process to locate the most qualified vendor to
provide this service.

The Department will use the Software as a Service (SaaS) model and the Vendor will perform all software
and hardware maintenance.
The Vendor will provide an electronic time clock that will provide biometric fingerprint capabilities to
provide security and accuracy of data (no buddy punches)
The Vendor will successfully interface with the People First System (DMS/NGA).
The Vendor will successfully interface with the Roster Management System.

The Vendor shall deploy a sufficient number of time clocks in a sufficient number of institution locations
for use by all correctional staff.
The timekeeping solution will ensure compliance with Federal Fair Labor Standards Act and State Leave
Rules.
The Vendor will provide training and support to Department staff to efficiently utilize the system.

The Vendor’s solution will provide data in a format that the Department can readily accept and easily
convert and use to populate other critical employee databases.

The Vendor shall work diligently with Department Information Technology staff to ensure smooth and
accurate data transfer.

The Vendor’s solution shall be “scalable” or capable of being expanded with no additional programming
should the Department expand either its facilities or utilization of its electronic time clocks.
The Solution will provide reporting capabilities to include canned reports and ad-hoc reports.
Constraints:
If the project is not funded, the Department will have to continue to rely on timekeepers to manually
enter timesheets into People First.
Even if the Department’s request is funded fully, there will still remain such issues recurring fees for
licensure fees, maintenance fees, etc.

There is an additional cost and timeframe associated with building an interface with the People First
system.

Due to the infrastructure of the institutions, additional network cable and wiring will be needed for the
time clocks.

The solution must be timely implemented. There can be no interruption of pay because of the reliance of
employee’s on their paychecks. Implementation will occur region by region and is anticipated to take
nine months.
It is expected that there will be additional training costs related to implementation, change management
and new technology. Employees are not currently “clocking in and clocking out”; they are only entering
“hours of work”
It is anticipated that the Department may experience overtime costs due to “early clocking in and late clocking
out” or waiting in line to “clock in” at the entry point.

There are known PF interface problems and possible increased workload for fixes which may require additional
FTE.
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C. Proposed Business Process Requirements
Purpose: To establish a basis for understanding what business process requirements the proposed solution must
meet in order to select an appropriate solution for the project.
1. Proposed Business Process Requirements
The Department’s goal is to vastly improve and streamline its current time management processes via
implementation of an electronic timekeeping solution expected to standardize input processes for largescale application; limit manual data input to reduce such factors as human error; avoid costs related to staff
overtime; and perform functions that cannot be effectively executed because of a depleted staff base. The
solution will be provided by an established vendor with a proven track record in large in large-scale
installations, and will be a turnkey operation integrating with other existing systems and having the ability
to adapt to future expansion and integration, as necessary. As previously stated:
•
•

•

•

This solution will interface with the People First payroll system or any other such system as the
State may acquire, build, or utilize in the future.
The goals of this solution are to replace paper timesheets which have been utilized by the
Department as utilized by the Department as primary means of leave and attendance
documentation and to streamline inputting processes. Implementation of the solution will assist
the Department in realizing its goal of maximizing technology to achieve paperless systems in
many facets of the Department’s operations.
The solution is based on application currently in place in various locations throughout the country
including Colorado, Kentucky, Ohio, New York and Florida (City of Orlando/Orange County), as
well as upon actual performance of the system on a piloted basis within the Department’s
correctional environment (Tomoka Correctional Institution). It should also be noted that
privatized facilities in the state of Florida as well as the privatized health care providers (Corizon
and Wexford) utilize electronic timekeeping. A summary of the anticipated solution included the
following key elements:
o A sufficient number of time clocks (estimated to be 1 for every 70 correctional officers or
less depending upon location) will be placed at staff entry points at all institutions.
o Staff will access biometric reader (scan fingerprints) for entry to institution.
o Time in/out will be logged into system. Supervisors review, edit, complete and approve
each employee’s time recorded in the system. Data will then be transferred into People
First system.
o System will produce reports and database views as deemed necessary.
o Solution will interface with other database systems.
The project sponsor, the Department’s Human Resources division, will benefit from a solution
capable of wrapping information technology (a web-based payroll and human resources
management application) with network-based operational technology (electronic clock). In
addition to streamlining and standardizing administrative processes, the data collected from the
solution will be used to populate applications the Department has previously written including the
following:
o Web-based Roster Management System which is used to create and manage correctional
officer schedules and shifts.
o Web-based Emergency Management application which the Department uses as a
decision-support tool for everything from natural disasters to hostage situations.
o Human Resources database, used (among other things) to track correctional continuing
education and ongoing training requirement.

Moving toward an electronic timekeeping solution would also allow the Department to enhance upon
Performance Measures. One objective of the Department is “Protect the public, staff and inmates.” This
requires the Department to safely, securely, and economically incarcerate inmates and supervise offenders
committed to the department. Switching to electronic timekeeping would allow staff more time to
supervise inmates, due to no longer being required to complete paper timesheets. Staff on duty will be
identifiable at all times. Security of the institution can be confirmed instantaneously through shift schedule
reconciliation.
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Another objective of the Department is “Develop staff committed to professionalism and fiscal
responsibility.” This requires the Department to operate in an enterprise mode maximizing the use of
technology using business case and privatizing resources where the private sector can deliver more cost
beneficial and more economical services or products.
The turnkey solution of electronic timekeeping will be less costly and time consuming than the Department
developing an internal solution such as replacement/increase in staff positions to perform timekeeping
functions or increasing staff access to computers outside of the secured compound.
By reducing the time a correctional officer, their supervisor, and other staff have to spend with manual
timesheet preparation, editing, processing, and resolving, this solution will improve public safety by
providing security staff more time to directly monitor inmates and their respective activities. The
Department will apply employee login information to its Emergency Management application, in order to
receive a real-time hyper accurate count of which Department staff is "behind the fence" should there be a
prison disturbance, riot, or hostage situation. The Department does this now electronically with data reuse
from its FAST system for tracking visitors and volunteers. Also, the Department will use timekeeping data
to confirm attendance within the Roster Management System, to reconcile shift schedules with actual
attendance.
The current timekeeping system is unreliable. There are no batch totals prior to forwarding approved
departmental timesheets to Convergys (People First) for processing. Batch totals could be compared to a
payroll summary report to identify variance of hours authorized to actual payroll processed. Employees
can be overpaid if a timesheet contains a Leave without Pay entry and the timesheet is lost, misplaced or
received late or simply not processed correctly. When there are misplaced or late timesheets that miss the
payroll calculation, benefit and leave accrual hours will have to be reprocessed for those employees who
are affected. Manual procedures typically fail to adjust accrual balances.
Due to personnel and equipment access constraints, the Department must implement an automated system
requiring the least amount of human input. Two of the most compelling reasons to move to an automated
Time and Attendance system are improved efficiency and increased productivity. In a world where the
administrative workloads increase, but the number of staff available to complete the tasks/transactions
either remains static or decreases, organizations are challenged to find new ways to improve efficiency and
increase productivity, without adding headcount.
Several states and localities already use an automated timekeeping system. This list includes the states of
Colorado, Nebraska and New York; San Diego County, CA; York County, PA; San Joaquin County, CA;
Orange County, FL and the City of Chicago, IL; City of Orlando, FL; City of Stamford, CT; City of El
Paso, TX and City of Culver City, CA, to list a few.
2. Business Solution Alternatives
The Department attempted an IT solution of its own by installing kiosks in each correctional facility’s
“Resource Room” for Department employees without access to personal computers to electronically
complete their timesheets. These kiosks only attached to the Department’s internal Website and the People
First Website. This was determined not to be a feasible solution due to the estimated number of kiosks
required to adequately service the vast number of employees, and the resulting cost. The Department has
found a need for a less costly and more efficient timekeeping solution. Electronic timekeeping appears to
be the appropriate solution.
3. Rationale for Selection
The criteria used to compare alternatives are listed above in section C1 as business process requirements.
The Department will ideally move forward with the solution that meets the most of these requirements.
Priorities: The number one priority of the Department is to conduct business in a way that is the most
beneficial to the State of Florida and its taxpayers. A more reliable timekeeping system will aid in
accomplishing this goal by providing a real-time monitoring tool for supervisors to accurately manage time
and attendance within the institutions.
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Benefits: Electronic timekeeping with allow for complete enterprise management and visibility of all
institutional timekeeping functions. It also allows real-time management of staffing and overtime issues.
These types of timekeeping systems will vastly improved integrity, authentication and non-repudiation of
employee hours worked; therefore resulting in a significant reduction in future FLSA related liabilities and
lawsuits. This could potentially save the Department millions of dollars. For example: In May 1995, the
Department settled a lawsuit over unpaid wages (Burke v. DOC). $1,459,651.81 was paid out by the
Department due to this lawsuit. The case was based on the plaintiff’s argument that they were required to
arrive at work five minutes early to attend a shift briefing, but were not paid for this overtime. With
electronic timekeeping, the Department would be able to require employees to work specific hours that
would accurately be managed. This would in turn lead to a less questionable system of time and attendance
tracking as time would no longer be susceptible to human error.
Assumptions and Constraints are the same as those in Section B2.
Assumptions:
The legislature will provide funding to procure the solution and allow the Department and selected
vendor to make it operational during FY 14/15.

The legislature will fund recurring licensing fees and maintenance annually, beginning in FY 14/15 to
maintain and support the system.
The Department will utilize a competitive procurement process to locate the most qualified vendor
to provide this service.
The Department will use the Software as a Service (SaaS) model and the Vendor will perform all
software and hardware maintenance.

The Vendor will provide an electronic time clock that will provide biometric fingerprint capabilities
to provide security and accuracy of data (no buddy punches)
The Vendor will successfully interface with the People First System (DMS/NGA).
The Vendor will successfully interface with the Roster Management System.

The Vendor shall deploy a sufficient number of time clocks in a sufficient number of institution
locations for use by all correctional staff.

The timekeeping solution will ensure compliance with Federal Fair Labor Standards Act and State
Leave Rules.
The Vendor will provide training and support to Department staff to efficiently utilize the system.

The Vendor’s solution will provide data in a format that the Department can readily accept and easily
convert and use to populate other critical employee databases.
The Vendor shall work diligently with Department Information Technology staff to ensure smooth
and accurate data transfer.

The Vendor’s solution shall be “scalable” or capable of being expanded with no additional
programming should the Department expand either its facilities or utilization of its electronic time
clocks.
The Solution will provide reporting capabilities to include canned reports and ad-hoc reports.
Constraints:
If the project is not funded, the Department will have to continue to rely on timekeepers to manually
enter timesheets into People First.
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Even if the Department’s request is funded fully, there will still remain such issues recurring fees for
licensure fees, maintenance fees, etc.

There is an additional cost and timeframe associated with building an interface with the People First
system.
Due to the infrastructure of the institutions, additional network cable and wiring will be needed for
the time clocks.
The solution must be timely implemented. There can be no interruption of pay because of the
reliance of employee’s on their paychecks. Implementation will occur region by region and is
anticipated to take nine months.

It is expected that there will be additional training costs related to implementation, change
management and new technology. Employees are not currently “clocking in and clocking out”; they
are only entering “hours of work”
It is anticipated that the Department may experience overtime costs due to “early clocking in and late
clocking out” or waiting in line to “clock in” at the entry point.
There are known PF interface problems and possible increased workload for fixes which may require
additional FTE.
4. Recommended Business Solution
The Department has come to the conclusion that the best course of action at this time is to
pursue an electronic timekeeping solution. As has been previously mentioned the Department’s
current system, while not completed ineffective, is not time or cost efficient. An electronic
timekeeping system would best fit the needs of the Department. It would allow for real-time
management of staff time worked as well as provide a means of potential cost savings for the
state and its tax payers.
NOTE: For IT projects with total cost in excess of $10 million, the project scope described
in this section must be consistent with existing or proposed substantive policy required in s.
216.023(4)(a)10, F.S.

D. Functional and Technical Requirements
Purpose: To identify the functional and technical system requirements that must be met by the project.
1.
2.
3.

The solution shall interface with the People First payroll system or any other such system as the State
may acquire, build, or utilize in the future.
The solution shall replace paper timesheets.
A summary of the solution shall, at a minimum, include the following key elements:

a.

b.
c.

d.
e.

A solution that is sufficient and has the tools necessary to work in a correctional
environment with special security needs.
A solution that at its user interfaces is simple, user friendly and allows for rapid processing
to avoid staff delays in reporting to their work stations/posts and/or overtime producing
delays at the completion of the assigned work period.
The solution shall have the capability to transfer time information into the People First
system, and enable real-time management of overtime, attendance, and leave policies.
The solution shall have the capability to produce reports and database views.
The system shall have the capability to interface with a web-based payroll and human
resource management application and with network-based operational technology
(electronic time clocks).
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6. The solution shall have the capability to provide data to other Department
operated applications and databases and shall have the capability to receive data
from other Department operated applications and databases.

III.

Success Criteria –

Purpose: To identify the critical results, both outputs and outcomes, that must be realized for the project to be
considered a success.
SUCCESS CRITERIA TABLE

#
1

2

3

Description of Criteria
Electronic Time Recording

Interface with People First

Roster Management

IV.

How will the Criteria
be measured/assessed?

Who benefits?

Automated accurate
recording of hours of
work through use of
biometric clocks

•

Work time is uploaded
in real time and the
Supervisor can access
information. The
Application
automatically uploads to
People First each
biweekly

•

Supervisors will be able
to accurately manage
staff time based on real
time reports given by
the electronic
timekeeping system.

•

•

•

•

Realization Date
(MM/YY)

State of
Florida
Dept of
Corrections
Employees

07/15

State of
Florida
Dept of
Corrections
Employees

07/15

State of
Florida
Dept of
Corrections
Employees

07/15

Schedule IV-B Benefits Realization and Cost Benefit Analysis

A. Benefits Realization Table
Purpose: To calculate and declare the tangible benefits compared to the total investment of resources needed to
support the proposed IT project.
For each tangible benefit, identify the recipient of the benefit, how and when it is realized, how the realization will
be measured, and how the benefit will be measured to include estimates of tangible benefit amounts.
BENEFITS REALIZATION TABLE

#

Description of Benefit

Who receives the
benefit?

How is benefit
realized?
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How is the
realization of
the benefit

Realization
Date
(MM/YY)

measured?
1

2

3

4

Complete enterprise
management and visibility
of all institutional
timekeeping functions.
Allows real-time
management of staffing and
overtime issues.
Vastly improved integrity,
authentication and nonrepudiation of employee
hours worked.

Real-time accounting for all
employees active at a
facility in the event of an
emergency or hostage
situation, etc.
Significant reduction in
future FLSA related
liabilities and lawsuits.

•

State of
Florida
Dept of
Corrections
Employees

Will provide
visibility that
we do not
currently have
with time and
attendance.

By level of
visibility

Upon full
implementation
of system

State of
Florida
Dept of
Corrections
Employees

Will provide
visibility that
we do not
currently have
with time and
attendance.

By use of
biometrics, the
system will
verify beyond a
doubt staff on the
clock and will
alleviate any
buddy punching.

Upon full
implementation
of system

State of
Florida
Dept of
Corrections
Employees

Will provide a
real time view
of who is on
duty at all times

In the event of an
emergency, the
level of visibility
and accuracy.

Upon full
implementation
of system

•

State of
Florida

Should result in
few lawsuits.

•

Dept of
Corrections
Employees

Compare past
time and
attendance
lawsuit numbers
with those in the
future under the
new system.

Upon full
implementation
of system

•

•
•

•
•

B. Cost Benefit Analysis (CBA)
Purpose: To provide a comprehensive financial prospectus specifying the project’s tangible benefits, funding
requirements, and proposed source(s) of funding.
1. The Cost-Benefit Analysis Forms
Please see attachment: 4b CBA forms Electronic Timekeeping
The chart below summarizes the required CBA Forms which are included as Appendix A on the Florida Fiscal
Portal and must be completed and submitted with the Schedule IV-B.

Cost Benefit Analysis
Form
CBA Form 1 - Net Tangible
Benefits

Description of Data Captured
Agency Program Cost Elements: Existing program operational costs versus
the expected program operational costs resulting from this project. The
agency needs to identify the expected changes in operational costs for the
program(s) that will be impacted by the proposed project.
Tangible Benefits: Estimates for tangible benefits resulting from
implementation of the proposed IT project, which correspond to the benefits
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Cost Benefit Analysis
Form

Description of Data Captured
identified in the Benefits Realization Table. These estimates appear in the
year the benefits will be realized.

CBA Form 2 - Project Cost
Analysis

Baseline Project Budget: Estimated project costs.
Project Funding Sources: Identifies the planned sources of project funds,
e.g., General Revenue, Trust Fund, Grants.
Characterization of Project Cost Estimate.

CBA Form 3 - Project Investment
Summary

Investment Summary Calculations: Summarizes total project costs and net
tangible benefits and automatically calculates:
•
•
•
•
•

V.

Return on Investment
Payback Period
Breakeven Fiscal Year
Net Present Value
Internal Rate of Return

Schedule IV-B Major Project Risk Assessment

Purpose: To provide an initial high-level assessment of overall risk incurred by the project to enable appropriate
risk mitigation and oversight and to improve the likelihood of project success. The risk assessment summary
identifies the overall level of risk associated with the project and provides an assessment of the project’s
alignment with business objectives.
NOTE: All multi-year projects must update the Risk Assessment Component of the
Schedule IV-B along with any other components that have been changed from the original
Feasibility Study.
The Risk Assessment Tool and Risk Assessment Summary are included in Appendix B on the Florida Fiscal Portal
and must be completed and submitted with the agency’s Schedule IV-B.

A. Risk Assessment Summary Appendix B on the Florida Fiscal Portal includes the Risk Assessment Summary. After answering the questions on
the Risk Assessment Tool, the Risk Assessment Summary is automatically populated.
Please see attachment: MPRA 1

VI.

Schedule IV-B Technology Planning

Purpose: To ensure there is close alignment with the business and functional requirements and the selected
technology.

A. Current Information Technology Environment
1. Current System
The State of Florida currently uses an on-line Time and Attendance feature provided in the People
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First System to maintain hours of work and leave taken. The People First timesheet is populated
with the employee’s schedule based on their position and all leave rules, edits and balances are
maintained in this system. The current People First timesheet records “hours of work” and “leave
taken”; however, it does not record “in” and “out “ times.

a.

Description of current system

a.

This system is designed for an employee to enter their own hours of work and leave taken via the online People First system, sign to authorize its accuracy, and submit for approval to their supervisor at
the end of each work period*. The supervisor reviews and approves each timesheet. The approved
timesheet is used to generate the payroll. Due to technology limitations, the Department does not
have access to computers for all Correctional Officers. Therefore, the Correctional Officers do not
have the ability to enter their own hours into People First and must rely on a paper timesheet. After
this timesheet is signed, reviewed and approved, a timekeeper at the institution manually enters the
hours of work and leave taken into People First.
*Correctional Officers are on 8 and 12 hour shifts (160/168 hours, respectively) in a 28-day period.

b.

Current system resource requirements
The Department does not currently have an automated system and utilizes paper time sheets and the People
First system.

c.

Current system performance
1.

2.
3.

2.

Currently, the Department has approximately 12,000 employees who fill out paper
timesheets, and of these, an extreme few have access to a Department personal computer.
The vast majority of the Department’s correctional staff, mainly correctional officers, are not
effectively able to enter time into the People First system because of computer access
limitations, in part due to security reasons. The Department is required by the Fair Labor
Standards Act to provide an effective means by which to record employee time. The current
system is in need of improvement.
The Department has paid out millions of dollars in lawsuits related to time and attendance
with the current system. This proves a definite room for improvement in staff satisfaction.
The current system is at constant risk of human error. An electronic timekeeping system
would be more reliable and would squelch this risk of human error.

Information Technology Standards

Biometric devices shall include sub-dermal fingerprint scanning capability, and shall conform to BioAPI
programmability and interoperability specifications as defined in ANSI INCITS 358-2002, ISO/IEC 197841:2005, or newer versions of either, or other substantially similar publishable API for which the successful
vendor shall provide full API documentation and any associated Software Development Kit(s) (SDKs)
necessary to facilitate the Department’s capability to utilize all devices with other systems or solutions after
contract termination.
An agreement with a vendor for an electronic timekeeping system would involve service level agreements
for any technical issues that could arise such as kiosk failure, downtown, or untimely submittals of staff
time into the People First system, etc.

B. Current Hardware and/or Software Inventory
The Department currently only uses People First and paper timesheets, therefore there is no current
hardware/and or software to list. The new requested system of electronic timekeeping would not replace
the People First system. It would however, replace paper timesheets as well as be an enhancement to the
current online People First application.
NOTE: Current customers of a primary data center would obtain this information from
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the primary data center.

C. Proposed Solution Description
1. Summary description of proposed system
The proposed system would have functionality to work alongside the current People First system as well as
any system the Department should utilize in the future. The system will be a biometric solution that
involves the use of strategically placed timeclocks throughout all state-run institutions.
2. Resource and summary level funding requirements for proposed solution (if known)

D. Capacity Planning
(historical and current trends versus projected requirements)
The Department will not be responsible for capacity planning. The selected vendor will be responsible for
any changes required based on increases or decreases of staffing and/or need.

VII.

Schedule IV-B Project Management Planning

Purpose: To require the agency to provide evidence of its thorough project planning and provide the tools the
agency will use to carry out and manage the proposed project. The level of detail must be appropriate for the
project’s scope and complexity.
Please see attachment: Electronic Timekeeping Plan
Include through file insertion or attachment the agency’s project management plan and any associated planning
tools/documents.
NOTE: For IT projects with total cost in excess of $10 million, the project scope, business
objectives, and timelines described in this section must be consistent with existing or
proposed substantive policy required in s. 216.023(4)(a)10, F.S.

VIII.

Appendices

Number and include all required spreadsheets along with any other tools, diagrams, charts, etc. chosen to
accompany and support the narrative data provided by the agency within the Schedule IV-B.
Attachments include:
1.
2.
3.

4b CBA forms Electronic Timekeeping
MPRA 1
Electronic Timekeeping Plan
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CBAForm 1 - Net Tangible Benefits

Agency

Project

Dept of Corrections

Electronic Timekeeping

Net Tangible Benefits - Operational Cost Changes (Costs of Current Operations versus Proposed Operations as a Result of the Project) and Additional Tangible Benefits -- CBAForm 1A
FY 2014-15
FY 2015-16
FY 2016-17
Agency
(Operations Only -- No Project Costs)
(a)
(b)
(c) = (a)+(b)
(a)
(a)
(b)
(c) = (a) + (b)
(b)
(c) = (a) + (b)
Existing
Operational
New Program
Existing
Operational
New Program
Existing
Operational
New Program
Program
Cost Change Costs resulting
Program
Cost Change Costs resulting
Program
Cost Change Costs resulting
Costs
from Proposed
Costs
from Proposed
Costs
from Proposed
Project
Project
Project

(a)
Existing
Program
Costs

FY 2017-18
(b)
(c) = (a) + (b)
Operational
New Program
Cost Change Costs resulting
from Proposed
Project

(a)
Existing
Program
Costs

FY 2018-19
(b)
(c) = (a) + (b)
Operational
New Program
Cost Change Costs resulting
from Proposed
Project

A. Personnel -- Total FTE Costs (Salaries & Benefits)

$4,410,833

$0

$4,410,833

$4,410,833

($1,470,278)

$2,940,555

$2,940,555

$0

$2,940,555

$2,940,555

$0

$2,940,555

$2,940,555

$0

$2,940,555

A.b Total FTE
A-1.a. State FTEs (Salaries & Benefits)
A-1.b. State FTEs (# FTEs)
A-2.a. OPS FTEs (Salaries)
A-2.b. OPS FTEs (# FTEs)

80.10
$4,410,833
80.10
$0
0.00

0.00
$0
0.00
$0
0.00

80.10
$4,410,833
80.10
$0
0.00

80.10
$4,410,833
80.10
$0
0.00

(26.70)
($1,470,278)
(26.70)
$0
0.00

53.40
$2,940,555
53.40
$0
0.00

53.40
$2,940,555
53.40
$0
0.00

0.00
$0
0.00
$0
0.00

53.40
$2,940,555
53.40
$0
0.00

53.40
$2,940,555
53.40
$0
0.00

0.00
$0
0.00
$0
0.00

53.40
$2,940,555
53.40
$0
0.00

53.40
$2,940,555
53.40
$0
0.00

0.00
$0
0.00
$0
0.00

53.40
$2,940,555
53.40
$0
0.00

$0

$0

$0

A-3.a. Staff Augmentation (Contract Cost)
A-3.b. Staff Augmentation (# of Contract FTEs)
B. Data Processing -- Costs
B-1. Hardware
B-2. Software
B-3. Other
Specify
C. External Service Provider -- Costs
C-1. Consultant Services
C-2. Maintenance & Support Services
C-3. Network / Hosting Services
C-4. Data Communications Services
C-5. Other
Specify
D. Plant & Facility -- Costs (including PDC services)
E. Others -- Costs
E-1. Training
E-2. Travel
E-3. Other
Specify
Total of Operational Costs ( Rows A through E)

$0

$0

$0

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$4,410,833

$0

$4,410,833

($1,470,278)

$4,410,833

$2,940,555

$0

$0

$0

0.00

0.00

0.00

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$2,940,555

$0

$2,940,555

$0

$0

$0

0.00

0.00

0.00

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$2,940,555

$0

$2,940,555

$0

$0

$0

0.00

0.00

0.00

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$2,940,555

$0

F. Additional Tangible Benefits:

$7,931,308

$7,931,308

$7,931,308

$7,931,308

$7,931,308

F-1.
F-2.
F-3.
Total Net
Tangible
Benefits:

$6,396,896
$1,534,412
$0

$6,396,896
$1,534,412
$0

$6,396,896
$1,534,412
$0

$6,396,896
$1,534,412
$0

$6,396,896
$1,534,412
$0

$7,931,308

$9,401,586

$7,931,308

$7,931,308

$7,931,308

Reduction in Calc/Data entry error 1%
Leave inflaction reduction 5%
Specify

CHARACTERIZATION OF PROJECT BENEFIT ESTIMATE -- CBAForm 1B
Detailed/Rigorous

Choose Type

Estimate Confidence
Confidence Level

Order of Magnitude

Confidence Level

Placeholder

Confidence Level

Enter % (+/-)

50%
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$2,940,555

CBAForm 2A Baseline Project Budget

Dept of Corrections
Electronic Timekeeping
Costs entered into each row are mutually exclusive. Insert rows for detail and modify appropriation categories as necessary, but do not remove
any of the provided project cost elements. Reference vendor quotes in the Item Description where applicable. Include only one-time project
costs in this table. Include any recurring costs in CBA Form 1A.

Item Description
Project Cost Element

(remove guidelines and annotate entries here)

FY2014-15

$
$ 10,154,140
Current & Previous
Years ProjectAppropriation
Category
Related Cost
YR 1 #
YR 1 LBR

FY2015-16
$
YR 1 Base
Budget

YR 2 #

FY2016-17

1,090,000

$
YR 2 Base
Budget

YR 2 LBR

YR 3 #

FY2017-18

1,120,000

$
YR 3 Base
Budget

YR 3 LBR

YR 4 #

FY2018-19

1,150,000

$
YR 4 Base
Budget

YR 4 LBR

YR 5 #

TOTAL

1,180,000

$
YR 5 Base
Budget

YR 5 LBR

14,694,140

TOTAL

Costs for all state employees working on the project.

FTE

S&B

$

-

0.00 $

Costs for all OPS employees working on the project.

OPS

$

-

0.00

Staffing costs for personnel using Time & Expense.

Staff Augmentation

$

-

0.00 $

-

$

-

0.00 $

-

$

-

0.00 $

-

$

-

0.00 $

-

$

-

0.00 $

-

$

-

$

-

Project management personnel and related deliverables.
Project oversight (IV&V) personnel and related
deliverables.
Staffing costs for all professional services not included in
other categories.
Separate requirements analysis and feasibility study
procurements.
Hardware purchases not included in Primary Data
Center services.

Project Management

OPS
Contracted
Services
Contracted
Services
Contracted
Services
Contracted
Services
Contracted
Services

$

-

0.00 $

-

$

97,000

0.00 $

-

$

-

0.00 $

-

$

-

0.00 $

-

$

-

0.00 $

-

$

-

$

97,000

$

-

0.00 $

-

$

63,000

0.00 $

-

$

-

0.00 $

-

$

-

0.00 $

-

$

-

0.00 $

-

$

-

$

63,000

$

-

0.00 $

-

$

-

0.00 $

-

$

-

0.00 $

-

$

-

0.00 $

-

$

-

0.00 $

-

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

-

-

$

3,000,000

$

-

$

30,000

$

-

$

60,000

$

-

$

90,000

$

-

$

120,000

$

-

$

3,300,000

Commercial Software

OCO
Contracted
Services

$

Commercial software purchases and licensing costs.

$

-

$

1,000,000

$

-

$

1,000,000

$

-

$

1,000,000

$

-

$

1,000,000

$

-

$

1,000,000

$

-

$

5,000,000

$

-

$

100,000

$

-

$

30,000

$

-

$

30,000

$

-

$

30,000

$

-

$

30,000

$

-

$

220,000

$

-

$

-

$

$

-

$

15,000

$

-

$

15,000

$

-

$

15,000

$

-

$

15,000

$

180,000

PDC Category
Contracted
Services

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

-

Equipment

Expense

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

-

Leased Space

Expense

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

-

Expense

$
$

-

$
0.00 $

$
$

30,000

$
$

30,000

$
$

30,000

$
$

30,000

$
$

Project Oversight
Consultants/Contractors
Project Planning/Analysis
Hardware

Professional services with fixed-price costs (i.e. software
development, installation, project documentation)
Project Deliverables
All first-time training costs associated with the project.
Include the quote received from the PDC for project
equipment and services. Only include one-time project
costs in this row. Recurring, project-related PDC costs
are included in CBA Form 1A.

Training
Data Center Services - One Time
Costs

Other project expenses not included in other categories. Other Services

Include costs for non-PDC equipment required by
the project and the proposed solution (detail)

Include costs associated with leasing space for project
personnel.

Other project expenses not included in other categories. Other Expenses

Total

Contracted
Services
Contracted
Services

-

$
$

5,634,140
9,734,140

$
$

140,000
-

120,000

420,000

0.00 $

-

$

15,000

0.00 $

-

$

15,000

0.00 $

-

$

15,000

0.00 $

-

$

15,000

$

0.00 $

-

$

-

0.00 $

-

$

-

0.00 $

-

$

-

0.00 $

-

$

-

$

0.00 $

1,060,000
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$
0.00 $

1,090,000

$
0.00 $

1,120,000

$
0.00 $

1,150,000

200,000
-

5,634,140
14,694,140

CBAForm 2 - Project Cost Analysis

PROJECT COST SUMMARY
TOTAL PROJECT COSTS (*)
CUMULATIVE PROJECT COSTS

Agency

FY
2014-15
$10,154,140

PROJECT COST SUMMARY (from CBAForm 2A)
FY
FY
FY
2015-16
2016-17
2017-18
$1,090,000
$1,120,000
$1,150,000

(includes Current & Previous Years' Project-Related Costs)
$10,154,140
$11,244,140
Total Costs are carried forward to CBAForm3 Project Investment Summary worksheet.

PROJECT FUNDING SOURCES
General Revenue
Trust Fund
Federal Match
Grants
Other

Specify
TOTAL INVESTMENT
CUMULATIVE INVESTMENT

FY
2014-15
$10,154,140
$0
$0
$0
$0
$10,154,140
$10,154,140

$12,364,140

$14,694,140

PROJECT FUNDING SOURCES - CBAForm 2B
FY
FY
FY
2015-16
2016-17
2017-18
$1,090,000
$1,120,000
$1,150,000
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$1,090,000
$1,120,000
$1,150,000
$11,244,140
$12,364,140
$13,514,140

FY
2018-19
$1,180,000
$0
$0
$0
$0
$1,180,000
$14,694,140

Enter % (+/-)

Confidence Level

Order of Magnitude
X

Confidence Level

FY
2018-19
$1,180,000

$13,514,140

Characterization of Project Cost Estimate - CBAForm 2C
Choose Type
Estimate Confidence
Confidence Level
Detailed/Rigorous
Placeholder

Project

Dept of Corrections

50%
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Electronic Timekeeping

TOTAL
$14,694,140

TOTAL
$14,694,140
$0
$0
$0
$0
$14,694,140

CBAForm 3 - Project Investment Summary

Project Cost

FY
2014-15
$10,154,140

Agency

Dept of Corrections

COST BENEFIT ANALYSIS -- CBAForm 3A
FY
FY
FY
2015-16
2016-17
2017-18
$1,090,000
$1,120,000
$1,150,000

Project

Electronic Timekeeping

TOTAL FOR ALL
FY
2018-19
YEARS
$1,180,000
$14,694,140

Net Tangible Benefits

$7,931,308

$9,401,586

$7,931,308

$7,931,308

$7,931,308

$41,126,818

Return on Investment

($2,222,832)

$8,311,586

$6,811,308

$6,781,308

$6,751,308

$26,432,678

Year to Year Change in Program
Staffing

Payback Period (years)
Breakeven Fiscal Year
Net Present Value (NPV)
Internal Rate of Return (IRR)

0

(27)

0

0

0

RETURN ON INVESTMENT ANALYSIS -- CBAForm 3B
1 1/4
Payback Period is the time required to recover the investment costs of the project.
2015-16
Fiscal Year during which the project's investment costs are recovered.
$23,051,765
NPV is the present-day value of the project's benefits less costs over the project's lifecycle.
358.43%
IRR is the project's rate of return.

Fiscal
Year
Cost of Capital

Investment Interest Earning Yield -- CBAForm 3C
FY
FY
FY
FY
2014-15
2015-16
2016-17
2017-18
1.94%
2.07%
3.18%
4.32%
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FY
2018-19
4.85%

Project

Electronic Time Keeping

Agency

Florida Department of Corrections

FY 2014-15 LBR Issue Code:
Issue Code

FY 2014-15 LBR Issue Title:
Issue Title

Risk Assessment Contact Info (Name, Phone #, and E-mail Address):
John A. Huff 850-717-3735 huff.john@mail.dc.state.fl.us
Executive Sponsor
Secretary Crews
Project Manager
Doug Smith

Prepared By

John A. Huff

11/8/2013

Risk Assessment Summary

Business Strategy

Most
Aligned

X -Risk

Y - Alignment

7.00

4.03

Least
Aligned

Level of Project Risk

Least
Risk

Most
Risk

Project Risk Area Breakdown
Risk Assessment Areas
Strategic Assessment

Risk
Exposure
MEDIUM

Technology Exposure Assessment

HIGH

Organizational Change Management Assessment

MEDIUM

Communication Assessment

HIGH

Fiscal Assessment

HIGH

Project Organization Assessment

MEDIUM

Project Management Assessment

HIGH

Project Complexity Assessment

HIGH
Overall Project Risk
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HIGH

Agency: Florida Department of Corrections

Project: Electronic Time Keeping

Section 1 -- Strategic Area
Criteria
Values
#
1.01 Are project objectives clearly aligned with the 0% to 40% -- Few or no objectives aligned
agency's legal mission?
41% to 80% -- Some objectives aligned
81% to 100% -- All or nearly all objectives aligned
1.02 Are project objectives clearly documented
and understood by all stakeholder groups?

Not documented or agreed to by stakeholders
Informal agreement by stakeholders

Documented with sign-off by stakeholders
1.03 Are the project sponsor, senior management, Not or rarely involved
and other executive stakeholders actively
Most regularly attend executive steering committee meetings
involved in meetings for the review and
Project charter signed by executive sponsor and executive
success of the project?
team actively engaged in steering committee meetings
1.04 Has the agency documented its vision for
Vision is not documented
how changes to the proposed technology will Vision is partially documented
improve its business processes?
Vision is completely documented
1.05 Have all project business/program area
0% to 40% -- Few or none defined and documented
requirements, assumptions, constraints, and 41% to 80% -- Some defined and documented
priorities been defined and documented?
81% to 100% -- All or nearly all defined and documented
1.06 Are all needed changes in law, rule, or policy No changes needed
identified and documented?
Changes unknown
Changes are identified in concept only
Changes are identified and documented
Legislation or proposed rule change is drafted
1.07 Are any project phase or milestone
Few or none
completion dates fixed by outside factors,
Some
e.g., state or federal law or funding
All or nearly all
restrictions?
1.08 What is the external (e.g. public) visibility of
the proposed system or project?

Minimal or no external use or visibility
Moderate external use or visibility
Extensive external use or visibility

1.09 What is the internal (e.g. state agency)
visibility of the proposed system or project?

Multiple agency or state enterprise visibility
Single agency-wide use or visibility
Use or visibility at division and/or bureau level only

1.10 Is this a multi-year project?

Answer
81% to 100% -- All or
nearly all objectives
aligned
Informal agreement by
stakeholders
Most regularly attend
executive steering
committee meetings
Vision is partially
documented
81% to 100% -- All or
nearly all defined and
documented

Changes are identified
and documented

Some

Extensive external use or
visibility
Single agency-wide use
or visibility

Greater than 5 years
Between 3 and 5 years
Between 1 and 3 years
1 year or less
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Between 1 and 3 years

Agency: Florida Department of Corrections
#
2.01

2.02

2.03

2.04

2.05

2.06

Project: Electronic Time Keeping

Section 2 -- Technology Area
Criteria
Values
Does the agency have experience working Read about only or attended conference and/or vendor
with, operating, and supporting the proposed presentation
technology in a production environment?
Supported prototype or production system less than 6
months
Supported production system 6 months to 12 months
Supported production system 1 year to 3 years
Installed and supported production system more than 3
years
Does the agency's internal staff have
External technical resources will be needed for
sufficient knowledge of the proposed
implementation and operations
technology to implement and operate the
External technical resources will be needed through
new system?
implementation only
Internal resources have sufficient knowledge for
implementation and operations
Have all relevant technology alternatives/
No technology alternatives researched
solution options been researched,
Some alternatives documented and considered
documented and considered?
All or nearly all alternatives documented and considered
Does the proposed technology comply with
all relevant agency, statewide, or industry
technology standards?

Answer

Supported prototype or
production system less
than 6 months

External technical
resources will be needed
through implementation
only
Some alternatives
documented and
considered

No relevant standards have been identified or incorporated
into proposed technology
Some relevant standards
Some relevant standards have been incorporated into the
have been incorporated
proposed technology
into the proposed
technology
Proposed technology solution is fully compliant with all
relevant agency, statewide, or industry standards
Does the proposed technology require
Minor or no infrastructure change required
significant change to the agency's existing
Moderate infrastructure change required
Moderate infrastructure
technology infrastructure?
change required
Extensive infrastructure change required
Complete infrastructure replacement
Are detailed hardware and software capacity Capacity requirements are not understood or defined
requirements defined and documented?
Capacity requirements are defined only at a conceptual
Capacity requirements
level
are defined only at a
Capacity requirements are based on historical data and new
conceptual level
system design specifications and performance requirements
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Agency: Florida Department of Corrections
#
3.01

3.02
3.03

3.04
3.05

3.06

3.07

3.08

3.09

Project: Electronic Time Keeping

Section 3 -- Organizational Change Management Area
Criteria
Values
Answer
What is the expected level of organizational Extensive changes to organization structure, staff or
Moderate changes to
business processes
change that will be imposed within the
organization
structure,
Moderate
changes
to
organization
structure,
staff
or
agency if the project is successfully
staff
or
business
business processes
implemented?
Minimal changes to organization structure, staff or business
processes
processes structure
Will this project impact essential business
Yes
Yes
processes?
No
Have all business process changes and
0% to 40% -- Few or no process changes defined and
documented
process interactions been defined and
41% to 80% -- Some
41% to 80% -- Some process changes defined and
documented?
process changes defined
documented
and documented
81% to 100% -- All or nearly all processes defiined and
documented
Has an Organizational Change Management Yes
Yes
No
Plan been approved for this project?
Will the agency's anticipated FTE count
Over 10% FTE count change
Less than 1% FTE count
change as a result of implementing the
1% to 10% FTE count change
change
project?
Less than 1% FTE count change
Will the number of contractors change as a Over 10% contractor count change
Less than 1% contractor
result of implementing the project?
1 to 10% contractor count change
count change
Less than 1% contractor count change
What is the expected level of change impact Extensive change or new way of providing/receiving
on the citizens of the State of Florida if the services or information)
Minor or no changes
project is successfully implemented?
Moderate changes
Minor or no changes
What is the expected change impact on other Extensive change or new way of providing/receiving
state or local government agencies as a
services or information
Minor or no changes
result of implementing the project?
Moderate changes
Minor or no changes
Has the agency successfully completed a
No experience/Not recently (>5 Years)
project with similar organizational change
Recently completed project with fewer change requirements
Recently completed
requirements?
project with greater
Recently completed project with similar change
change requirements
requirements
Recently completed project with greater change
requirements
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Agency: Agency Name
#
Criteria
4.01 Has a documented Communication Plan
been approved for this project?
4.02 Does the project Communication Plan
promote the collection and use of feedback
from management, project team, and
business stakeholders (including end users)?
4.03 Have all required communication channels
been identified and documented in the
Communication Plan?

Project: Project Name
Section 4 -- Communication Area
Value Options
Yes
No

Answer
No

Negligible or no feedback in Plan
Routine feedback in Plan

Proactive use of feedback
in Plan

Proactive use of feedback in Plan
Yes

No

No

4.04 Are all affected stakeholders included in the
Communication Plan?

Yes
No
4.05 Have all key messages been developed and Plan does not include key messages
documented in the Communication Plan?
Some key messages have been developed
All or nearly all messages are documented
4.06 Have desired message outcomes and
Plan does not include desired messages outcomes and
success measures been identified in the
success measures
Communication Plan?
Success measures have been developed for some
messages
All or nearly all messages have success measures
4.07 Does the project Communication Plan identify Yes
and assign needed staff and resources?
No
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No
Plan does not include key
messages
Plan does not include
desired messages
outcomes and success
measures
No

Agency: Florida Department of Corrections
#
Criteria
5.01 Has a documented Spending Plan been
approved for the entire project lifecycle?

Project: Electronic Time Keeping
Section 5 -- Fiscal Area
Values

Yes
No
5.02 Have all project expenditures been identified 0% to 40% -- None or few defined and documented
in the Spending Plan?
41% to 80% -- Some defined and documented
81% to 100% -- All or nearly all defined and documented
5.03 What is the estimated total cost of this project Unknown
over its entire lifecycle?
Greater than $10 M
Between $2 M and $10 M
Between $500K and $1,999,999
Less than $500 K
5.04 Is the cost estimate for this project based on Yes
quantitative analysis using a standardsNo
based estimation model?
Detailed and rigorous (accurate within ±10%)
Order of magnitude – estimate could vary between 10-100%
Placeholder – actual cost may exceed estimate by more than
100%
Are funds available within existing agency
Yes
resources to complete this project?
No
Will/should multiple state or local agencies Funding from single agency
help fund this project or system?
Funding from local government agencies
Funding from other state agencies
If federal financial participation is anticipated Neither requested nor received
as a source of funding, has federal approval Requested but not received
been requested and received?
Requested and received
Not applicable
Have all tangible and intangible benefits
Project benefits have not been identified or validated
been identified and validated as reliable and Some project benefits have been identified but not validated
achievable?
Most project benefits have been identified but not validated
All or nearly all project benefits have been identified and
validated
Within 1 year
What is the benefit payback period that is
defined and documented?
Within 3 years
Within 5 years
More than 5 years

5.05 What is the character of the cost estimates
for this project?

5.06
5.07

5.08

5.09

5.10

No payback
5.11 Has the project procurement strategy been Procurement strategy has not been identified and documented
clearly determined and agreed to by affected Stakeholders have not been consulted re: procurement strategy
stakeholders?

5.12

5.13

5.14

5.15

Answer
No
81% to 100% -- All or
nearly all defined and
documented
Between $2 M and $10
M

No
Order of magnitude –
estimate could vary
between 10-100%
No
Funding from single
agency
Neither requested nor
received

Some project benefits
have been identified but
not validated

Within 5 years

Stakeholders have
reviewed and approved
the proposed
procurement strategy

Stakeholders have reviewed and approved the proposed
procurement strategy
What is the planned approach for acquiring Time and Expense (T&E)
Combination FFP and
necessary products and solution services to Firm Fixed Price (FFP)
T&E
successfully complete the project?
Combination FFP and T&E
What is the planned approach for procuring Timing of major hardware and software purchases has not yet
been determined
hardware and software for the project?
Purchase all hardware
and software at start of
Purchase all hardware and software at start of project to take
project to take advantage
advantage of one-time discounts
of one-time discounts
Just-in-time purchasing of hardware and software is
documented in the project schedule
No contract manager assigned
Has a contract manager been assigned to
this project?
Contract manager is the procurement manager
Contract manager is the
Contract manager is the project manager
project manager
Contract manager assigned is not the procurement manager or
the project manager
Has equipment leasing been considered for Yes
the project's large-scale computing
Yes
No
purchases?

5.16 Have all procurement selection criteria and
outcomes been clearly identified?

No selection criteria or outcomes have been identified
Some selection criteria and outcomes have been defined and
documented
All or nearly all selection criteria and expected outcomes have
been defined and documented
Procurement strategy has not been developed

5.17 Does the procurement strategy use a multistage evaluation process to progressively
Multi-stage evaluation not planned/used for procurement
narrow the field of prospective vendors to the
Multi-stage evaluation and proof of concept or prototype
single, best qualified candidate?
planned/used to select best qualified vendor
For
projects
with
total
cost
exceeding
$10
Procurement strategy has not been developed
5.18
million, did/will the procurement strategy
No, bid response did/will not require proof of concept or
require a proof of concept or prototype as
prototype
part of the bid response?
Yes, bid response did/will include proof of concept or prototype
Not applicable
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Some selection criteria
and outcomes have been
defined and documented
Multi-stage evaluation
not planned/used for
procurement

Not applicable

Agency: Florida Department of Corrections

Project: Electronic Time Keeping

Section 6 -- Project Organization Area
Criteria
Values
#
6.01 Is the project organization and governance Yes
structure clearly defined and documented
No
within an approved project plan?
6.02 Have all roles and responsibilities for the
executive steering committee been clearly
identified?
6.03

6.04

6.05

6.06

6.07

6.08

6.09

None or few have been defined and documented
Some have been defined and documented
All or nearly all have been defined and documented
Who is responsible for integrating project
Not yet determined
deliverables into the final solution?
Agency
System Integrator (contractor)
How many project managers and project
3 or more
directors will be responsible for managing the 2
project?
1
Has a project staffing plan specifying the
Needed staff and skills have not been identified
number of required resources (including
Some or most staff roles and responsibilities and needed
project team, program staff, and contractors)
skills have been identified
and their corresponding roles, responsibilities
Staffing plan identifying all staff roles, responsibilities, and
and needed skill levels been developed?
skill levels have been documented
Is an experienced project manager dedicated No experienced project manager assigned
fulltime to the project?
No, project manager is assigned 50% or less to project
No, project manager assigned more than half-time, but less
than full-time to project
Yes, experienced project manager dedicated full-time, 100%
to project
Are qualified project management team
None
members dedicated full-time to the project
No, business, functional or technical experts dedicated 50%
or less to project
No, business, functional or technical experts dedicated more
than half-time but less than full-time to project
Yes, business, functional or technical experts dedicated fulltime, 100% to project
Does the agency have the necessary
Few or no staff from in-house resources
knowledge, skills, and abilities to staff the
Half of staff from in-house resources
project team with in-house resources?
Mostly staffed from in-house resources
Completely staffed from in-house resources
Is agency IT personnel turnover expected to Minimal or no impact
significantly impact this project?
Moderate impact
Extensive impact

6.10 Does the project governance structure
establish a formal change review and control
board to address proposed changes in
project scope, schedule, or cost?
6.11 Are all affected stakeholders represented by
functional manager on the change review
and control board?

Yes

Answer
Yes
Some have been defined
and documented
Agency

3 or more

Some or most staff roles
and responsibilities and
needed skills have been
identified

Yes, experienced project
manager dedicated fulltime, 100% to project

No, business, functional
or technical experts
dedicated more than halftime but less than fulltime to project

Mostly staffed from inhouse resources

Moderate impact

Yes

No

No board has been established
No, only IT staff are on change review and control board
Yes, all stakeholders are
represented by functional
No, all stakeholders are not represented on the board
manager
Yes, all stakeholders are represented by functional manager
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Agency: Florida Department of Corrections
#
7.01

7.02

7.03

7.04

7.05

7.06

7.07

Project: Electronic Time Keeping

Section 7 -- Project Management Area
Criteria
Values
Does the project management team use a
No
standard commercially available project
Project Management team will use the methodology
management methodology to plan,
selected by the systems integrator
implement, and control the project?
Yes
For how many projects has the agency
None
successfully used the selected project
1-3
management methodology?
More than 3
How many members of the project team are None
proficient in the use of the selected project
Some
management methodology?
All or nearly all
Have all requirements specifications been
0% to 40% -- None or few have been defined and
unambiguously defined and documented?
documented
41 to 80% -- Some have been defined and documented
81% to 100% -- All or nearly all have been defined and
documented
Have all design specifications been
0% to 40% -- None or few have been defined and
unambiguously defined and documented?
documented
41 to 80% -- Some have been defined and documented
81% to 100% -- All or nearly all have been defined and
documented
Are all requirements and design
0% to 40% -- None or few are traceable
specifications traceable to specific business 41 to 80% -- Some are traceable
rules?
81% to 100% -- All or nearly all requirements and
specifications are traceable
Have all project deliverables/services and
None or few have been defined and documented
acceptance criteria been clearly defined and Some deliverables and acceptance criteria have been
documented?
defined and documented
All or nearly all deliverables and acceptance criteria have
been defined and documented
No sign-off required

7.08 Is written approval required from executive
sponsor, business stakeholders, and project Only project manager signs-off
manager for review and sign-off of major
Review and sign-off from the executive sponsor, business
project deliverables?
stakeholder, and project manager are required on all major
project deliverables
7.09 Has the Work Breakdown Structure (WBS) 0% to 40% -- None or few have been defined to the work
been defined to the work package level for all package level
project activities?
41 to 80% -- Some have been defined to the work package
level
81% to 100% -- All or nearly all have been defined to the
work package level
7.10 Has a documented project schedule been
Yes
approved for the entire project lifecycle?
No
7.11 Does the project schedule specify all project
tasks, go/no-go decision points
(checkpoints), critical milestones, and
resources?
7.12 Are formal project status reporting processes
documented and in place to manage and
control this project?
7.13 Are all necessary planning and reporting
templates, e.g., work plans, status reports,
issues and risk management, available?
7.14 Has a documented Risk Management Plan
been approved for this project?
7.15 Have all known project risks and
corresponding mitigation strategies been
identified?

Yes

Answer
Yes

1-3

Some

41 to 80% -- Some have
been defined and
documented

41 to 80% -- Some have
been defined and
documented

41 to 80% -- Some are
traceable

Some deliverables and
acceptance criteria have
been defined and
documented
Review and sign-off from
the executive sponsor,
business stakeholder,
and project manager are
required on all major
project deliverables
0% to 40% -- None or
few have been defined to
the work package level

No

No

No
No or informal processes are used for status reporting
Project team uses formal processes
Project team and executive steering committee use formal
status reporting processes
No templates are available
Some templates are available
All planning and reporting templates are available

Project team uses formal
processes
Some templates are
available

Yes
No
No
None or few have been defined and documented
Some have been defined
Some have been defined and documented
and documented
All known risks and mitigation strategies have been defined

7.16 Are standard change request, review and
Yes
approval processes documented and in place
No
for this project?

Yes

7.17 Are issue reporting and management
processes documented and in place for this
project?

Yes

Yes
No
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Agency: Florida Department of Corrections

Project: Electronic Time Keeping

Section 8 -- Project Complexity Area
Values
Unknown at this time
More complex
Similar complexity
Less complex
Are the business users or end users
Single location
dispersed across multiple cities, counties,
3 sites or fewer
districts, or regions?
More than 3 sites
Are the project team members dispersed
Single location
across multiple cities, counties, districts, or
3 sites or fewer
regions?
More than 3 sites
How many external contracting or consulting No external organizations
organizations will this project require?
1 to 3 external organizations
More than 3 external organizations
What is the expected project team size?
Greater than 15
9 to 15
5 to 8
Less than 5
How many external entities (e.g., other
More than 4
agencies, community service providers, or
2 to 4
local government entities) will be impacted by 1
this project or system?
None
What is the impact of the project on state
Business process change in single division or bureau
operations?
Agency-wide business process change
Statewide or multiple agency business process change
Has the agency successfully completed a
Yes
similarly-sized project when acting as
No
Systems Integrator?

Criteria
#
8.01 How complex is the proposed solution
compared to the current agency systems?

8.02

8.03

8.04

8.05

8.06

8.07

8.08

8.09 What type of project is this?

8.10 Has the project manager successfully
managed similar projects to completion?

8.11 Does the agency management have
experience governing projects of equal or
similar size and complexity to successful
completion?

Infrastructure upgrade
Implementation requiring software development or
purchasing commercial off the shelf (COTS) software
Business Process Reengineering
Combination of the above
No recent experience
Lesser size and complexity
Similar size and complexity
Greater size and complexity
No recent experience
Lesser size and complexity
Similar size and complexity
Greater size and complexity
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Answer
Similar complexity

More than 3 sites

More than 3 sites
1 to 3 external
organizations

Greater than 15

None

Agency-wide business
process change
No

Combination of the above

Similar size and
complexity

Greater size and
complexity

ID
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46

Task Name

Duration

Electronic TimeKeeping Plan
Initial Steps
Form exploratory group
Review request
Create guidelines
Define business objectives
Determine business requirements
Review risk & liabilities
Develop primary document (IV-B)
Fully develop supporting materials
Finalize Schedule IV-B
Present IV-B to ELT
Obtain Funds
Form Team
Define Business sponsor
Define Technical sponsor
Define sub-teams
Do Kick-Off meeting
Determine needed components (RFP steps)
Infrastructure
Hardware
Software
Primary application
Other components
Procurement
Trenching
Fiber/cable
Line pulling
Fingerprint Readers
Primary application
Other vendors
Secondary applications
Secondary tools
Form agreeements
PeopleFirst
Other Agencies
System Implementation
System setup
Define administrators
Define technical structure
Define users
Define support
Beta Sites
Infrastructure (Phase I)
Server hardware
Server software

411 days
135 days
1 day
3 days
15 days
15 days
15 days
15 days
25 days
25 days
25 days
1 day
90 days
44 days
1 day
1 day
2 days
1 day
40 days
20 days
15 days
15 days
30 days
10 days
55 days
20 days
20 days
20 days
20 days
20 days
20 days
20 days
20 days
20 days
20 days
20 days
209 days
4 days
1 day
3 days
3 days
1 day
80 days
60 days
25 days
20 days
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PredecessorsResource Names

3
4
4
4
4

Group
Group
Group
Group
Group

8
8
9
12

Group
Group
Group
ELT

12
12
16
17

ELT
ELT
Sponsors
OIT

18
18
18
18
23

OIT
OIT
OIT
Team
Team

20
20
20
21
23

OIT
OIT
OIT
OIT
OIT

30
30

OIT
OIT

30
30

OIT,Vendor
OIT,Vendor

39
39
39

OIT
OIT
Team
Team

38
38
45

Team
OIT
OIT

ID

Task Name
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79

Fingerprint Readers
Interfaces
Peoplefirst
Other Agencies
H-R Tools
Other
Finance
Roster Management
Emergency Management
Training App
Other
Region I
Infrastructure (continued)
Fingerprint Readers
Region II
Infrastructure (continued)
Fingerprint Readers
Region III
Infrastructure (continued)
Fingerprint Readers
Training Steps
Technical staff
Administrative users
General users
In-house
We-based
Go-Live
Region I
Region II
Region III
Final Review
Lessons learned
Production Environment
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Duration

PredecessorsResource Names

20 days
50 days
30 days
20 days
15 days
20 days
5 days
15 days
15 days
5 days
1 day
40 days
20 days
20 days
40 days
20 days
20 days
40 days
20 days
20 days
20 days
5 days
5 days
10 days
10 days
5 days
85 days
5 days
5 days
5 days
7 days
2 days
5 days

44

Team

38
38
38

Vendor
Vendor
Vendor

49
49
49
54
54

Vendor
Vendor
Vendor
Vendor
Vendor

43
59

OIT
OIT

58
62

OIT
OIT

61
65

OIT
OIT

38
68

Vendor
Vendor

69
69

Team
Team

58
61
64

Team
Team
Team

37
78

Team
ELT

